
 
 

Weekly Lesson Plan 
Teacher:Terry      Grade: English 8   Week: 1/6- 1/10 

  

Monday 
Objectives: demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English for 
spelling; write routinely over extended time frames for research/revision for 
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, audiences; draw evidence from literary texts to 
support analysis/reflection; use narrative techniques to develop characters 
Framework(s): L.8.2, W.8.10, W.8.9 
Student Learning Activities:  

1. Bellwork - Spelling Unit 11 - pretest 
2. Review components of an essay (All Write text - pgs 89-91) 
3. Discuss essay assignment “Who Would You Be?” 
4. Complete graphic organizer 

Homework: Graphic organizer should be completed. 

Tuesday 
Objective(s):  demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English for 
spelling; write routinely over extended time frames for research/revision for 
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, audiences; draw evidence from literary texts to 
support analysis/reflection; use narrative techniques to develop characters 
Framework(s): L.8.2, W.8.10, W.8.9 
Student Learning Activities:  

1. Bellwork - Spelling Unit 11 - definitions 
2. Continue work on essay “Who Would You Be?” - introductory paragraph and 

first  body paragraph should be completed 
Homework: First two paragraphs should be completed. 

Wednesday 
Objective(s): demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English for 
spelling; write routinely over extended time frames for research/revision for 
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, audiences; draw evidence from literary texts to 
support analysis/reflection; use narrative techniques to develop characters 
Framework(s):  L.8.2, W.8.10, W.8.9 
Student Learning Activities:  

1. Bellwork - Spelling Unit 11 - sentences 
2. Continue work on essay “Who Would You Be?” -  second body paragraph 

and conclusion should be completed; edit for grammar  
Homework: Rough draft should be completed and ready for revision. 

Thursday 
Objective(s):  demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English for 
spelling; write routinely over extended time frames for research/revision for 



discipline-specific tasks, purposes, audiences; draw evidence from literary texts to 
support analysis/reflection; use narrative techniques to develop characters; use 
technology to produce and publish writing 
Framework(s): L.8.2, W.8.10, W.8.9, W.8.6 
Student Learning Activities:  

1. Bellwork - Spelling Unit 11 - review 
2. Continue work on essay “Who Would You Be?” -  all revisions should be 

completed and rough draft approved; begin typing final copy 
Homework: Rough draft should be completed and revised. 

Friday 
Objective(s):  demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English for 
spelling; use technology to produce and publish writing 
Framework(s): L.8.2, W.8.6 
Student Learning Activities:  

1. Bellwork - Spelling Unit 11 - test 
2. Continue work on essay “Who Would You Be?” - finish typing final copy and 

submit through email to robin.terry@nettleton schools.net 
Homework: Essay should be completed and submitted.  
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